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'A Year Later, it is Still Hard to Describe' 
Members ol me Viiginie Ttth community listen to a tommemofolion cmngay koaoring the trktinn ai loll yew's shootings, WtdiMidgy morning M ihi DtiUfield Virginia lick dosed Hie toy o( romemkeiMco olid o tondlelighl viiil ol the Dtillti«ld Mowing sundown 
Madison Reaction 
"One of my best friends from childhood is a student 
there, and her little sister...noes then'. I want to 
support them and keep the people in memory because 
it's such ,i tragedy, one that we shouldn't forget." 
"My brother actnalK goes there; he lost a friend 
in the shootings. -So today, being the anniversary, I 
thought I should show some support, some love for 
Virginia Tech." 
One year after the largest mass shooting in the history 
of the United States, students reflect on Tech massacre 
lYASrlTOtl SMITH 
Ihelr—n 
Thirty-two tlower arrangements surrounded the memo- 
rial statues outside Virginia Tech's Burruss Hall. The Hull 
field was filled with thousands of people: students, faculty, 
staff, children, parents, alumni and residents of Blacksburg. 
All eye* were on the semi-circle of memorials and it was si 
lent. 
As people began to pour in, there were tears, hugs and 
comforting. Those that came bore Bowers ami paid their N 
s)>.leta to the victims of the large*! BUM school shooting in 
our nation's history. 
Before the ceremony commenced, a family laid a single 
red rose on each victim's atone. The victims' families sat 
solemnly in the front row, gripping each other and showing 
the emotion that comes with the overwhelming reminder of 
their lost loved ones. 
As the commemoration ceremony began, there was a still 
sea of burgundy and orange still, all taking in the beginning 
of the one-year anniversary of the Virginia lech shootings 
that took the lives of students and faculty. 
Virginia Tech President Charles Steger began the service 
with a heavy heart. 
This is a solemn day for the Virginia Tech family in- 
cluding those around the world who are holding us in their 
hearts." Steger said. "An entire year has passed since the 
heart-rending events of this tragic day. It is fitting that we 
gather today. ..indeed all of our lives were changed that day." 
After mentioning honored guests that were there, includ- 
ing Virginia (iov. Tim Kaine, Steger added that the students 
injured during the shootings were then' but did not want to 
be recognized. 
At that moment, tears fell and people held each other. 
There were many displaying the strength their university has 
shown through the year by wearing bright orange shu 
ing: "We are Virginia Tech!" Others wore shirts with pictures 
of those lost, and others chose to simply wear a ribbon. 
"It began with shock, trauma and a flow of emotions," 
Steger said "We search for meaning for something that is 
incomprehensible. It is not a public, but a private loss, cue 
we have been rclis ing day after day." 
Steger praised not only the university for how well it has 
handled the situation, hut the victims' families, as well, even 
with the adversity they have faced in the last year. 
"For M families, today they must confront a lost lined 
one," he said. "They have had courage, grace and strength 
and it has served as a guide to us 
He concluded by saying that everyone can put then fear 
of not remembering to rest, because it is something the) will 
never forget. 
After Steger took his seat, the names and a short biogra- 
phy of each victim was read. There were subtle sniffles and 
tears from those who knew the victims Some students were 
held by their friends or parents, while others stood solemnly, 
remembering last year. 
"My mind was a sea of clashing and conflicting emotions," 
began (.Iov. Tim Kaine speaking oj last ye.us tragedy. "A year 
later, it is still hard to describe or recognize." 
Kaine had a hard time talking about what it is like to lose 
a loved one. 
I have not lost a spouse. I have not lost a child,' he Mid 
"But I have both and I know how difficult it would be to lose 
them and how devastating it must he tor the (j tainihes." 
He complimented the way Virginia Tech has perMveied 
and been able to become stronger and more united 
"I have pride and admiration in the Virginia Tech com- 
munity and the broader Virginia lech community, those thai 
love this institution." Kaine said, "For those who ma) have 
no connection, but grabbed on to it. 
"We all leave this world tooquicklv. If we realize how brief 
our lives are we will focus on things that really matter." 
Kaine ended his speech by saying that Virginia Tech is 
not just a learning institution, hut a place that teaches its stu- 
dent, to serve, which is exactly what they have done. 
Through the silence there was hope. The sun shone 
brightly at the conclusion of the event and tin 
smiles, hugs and a deep feeling of communin 
"I mean going to class you pass by this every day," said 
Virginia Tech junior Steven Smark speaking about the me- 
morial. "You can't help hut think about it. I didn't know main- 
people involved hut I got all these meaaegea 'rom people and 
1 can't help but think about all those that couldn't answer 
those meaaagi 
pta CMM, of nut MM 
Howies ore Uh at Ike memorid site on the Dnllfield Mama, lm morning cicirwy 
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MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves 
student and facultyreadership by reporting news intolving the campus and 
local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting 
and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights. 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed throughout 
James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and 
complaints should be addressed to Tim Chapman, editor. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
How to place a classified: 
— Go to www.thebreeze.org and click on the classified link or come into the office 
weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
— Cost: $5 for the first to words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed 
classified, $10 per column inch. 
— Deadlines: noon Friday for a Monday issue, noon Tuesday for a Thursday- 
issue. 
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office. 
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'Science on a Sphere' Orbits its Way Into Memorial Hall 
3-D science technology could offer alternative ways of teaching Standards of Learning material by increasing hands-on activity 
BY ANNA YOUNG 
IhtBrme 
Who knew Memorial Hall was big enough to fit the world into it? 
And who would have thought the world could be suspended by only 
three wires? Science on a Sphere makes it possible. 
In honor of Karth Week, Science on a Sphere, a visual program pro- 
jected on a six-foot-wide globe, was shown several times earlier this 
week. Science on a Sphere pairs the 3-D visualization with school cur- 
riculums and Virginia's Standards of Learning to make education more 
hands-on, said Christina Tambini, a Master of Arts in teaching graduate 
student. 
Tne program was shown Monday through Wednesday at 4 p.m., 5 
p.m. and 6 p.m. in the Visual Projection Room of Memorial Hall. 
"I think a lot of the programs they put on here now are SOL-ori- 
cnted," said Aly VanBcnschoten, a senior at Spotswood High School and 
a volunteer for Science on a Sphere. 
JMU is the only university to have a Science on a Sphere in the coun- 
try, according to Tiffany Newbold, the associate director of the Shenan- 
doah Valley Air Quality Initiate, or SHENAIR. 
Tne sphere suspends from a tall ceiling in the center of a dark room, 
between four projectors in nearby corners. For the images to appear on 
the globe, a central computer takes an image and divides it into four piec- 
es, then four smaller computers send the images to the four projectors. 
The projectors can give the illusion of a tilted, revolving earth just by 
altering the images they project. TTiey can also display satellite images of 
the Earth's typography, land temperatures, water currents and annual 
hurricane patterns. The satellites even show the electricity use of differ- 
ent continents and the solar system's black hole activity. 
"I would rather look at this than look at a textbook. It just brings 
things to life," Tambini said. "It can really help cater to a lot of different 
learning abilities." 
According to Newbold, JMU received a grant from the National Oce- 
anic and Atmospheric Administration, and the projection system was 
installed in Memorial Halt in November 2006. 
The program's first feature, called "Footprints," revealed how revo- 
lutionary this wrap-around screen can be for showing images. The globe 
became a disco ball of bright colors, transformed into a basketball and 
then morphed into arteries weaving their way through body tissue — all 
within minutes. 
At some points of the program, the audience felt as if they could hold 
the the solar system in their own hands, as the Karth transformed into 
the other planets. The sphere showed breathtaking details of the planets' 
surfaces, thanks to satellite imaging. 
During the second segment, called "Blue Planet," satellite images 
aided the narrator's explanation of population activity in the last 200 
years, the slender scale of the planet's available fresh water. 
The third portion of the program included three short data sets on 
Orcas, the 2004 hurricane season and coral reefs. 
During the final feature, the audience was asked to move around 
the sphere to see different projections. They then witnessed the leaps 
and bounds technology has taken to capture satellite images of hur- 
ricanes moving through the planet's oceans and coral reefs around the 
world. 
SHENAIR put on a similar program last year for Karth Week, and 
Newbold said she can set up special times for the program for mostly 
middle and high schools, civic clubs and other organizations. 
Thirty-five JMU faculty and staff members are (rained to run the 
permanent program, according to Newbold. 
Universities and other experts coordinate with NOAA to create 
new programs, and NOAA frequently updates its Web site, which lists 
all the available programs. 
The programs shown this week were produced by Goddard Space 
Flight Center, among other institutions, and the satellite pictures were 
provided by a handful of NASA satellites 
At least 100 data sets, on topics such as atmosphere, land, earth, 
the ocean and astronomy are available. Teachers interested in bringing 
their students to see Science on a Sphere can read a description and 
look at notable features of each program and data set on the Web site. 
SHENAIR can then tailor a playlist of programs that teachers re- 
quest and download them to play on the globe. 
"It's land of like putting an MP3 list together," Newbold said. 
'Stinky Cheese'Author Encourages 'Where is the Line?' 
Comedian speaks to students about media's 
perceptions and stereotypes of cultures Kids to Start Reading at Younger Age 
BY CAROUHF C0URN0YFR 
Ihe Bruit 
On his visit to Harrisonburg, Jon Sci- 
t-s/k.i brought his new book series. Truck- 
town,'' to life for the kindergarten and 
first-grade students of Keister Elementary 
School. After reading the series to the chil- 
dren, Scieszka wowed them with a school 
parking lot fully equipped with a helicopter, 
an ice cream truck, a tow truck, a cement 
truck, a race car and a fire truck. 
Scieszka, the award-winning author 
of best-selling children's books like The 
Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid 
Tales," said on Monday during his visit to 
Memorial Hall that he has a simple solu- 
tion to engage kids in reading: Give them 
something they'll want to read. 
Scieszka could be considered one of the 
most internationally influential persons in 
children's literature because his books arc 
published all over the world in a variety of 
languages. Scieszka has tried to continue 
to transform ordinary fairy tales and fables 
into unconventional, ironic and hilarious 
stories for children to enjoy. 
As a child, Scieszka said that the only 
books he enjoyed were the ones he read 
outside of school, like "Go, Dog, Go," and 
"Green Eggs and Ham." 
"When I read "Go Dog, Go,' there 
was a pile of different colored dogs, driv- 
ing around in cars with party hats," he 
said, "And to me I said, 'Yeah, that's like 
our house. That's much more like the real 
world.'" 
As the first National Ambassador for 
Young People's Literature, Scieszka strives 
to instill the love of reading in children as 
early as possible by writing about what 
they want to read about. 
"I wanted to get back and remember 
what it's like to be a kid," Scieszka said. 
"We've tortured kids with testing that they 
think of [reading] as something that's just 
done in school." 
According to Scieszka, children are 
conditioned to think certain ways and 
he intends on breaking that by offering a 
slightly different, somewhat twisted way of 
thinking. 
Scieszka's "Math Curse" attempts to 
reverse the traditional curse by presenting 
math problems in a new way never-before- 
seen by elementary school students. 
UMM G0UXfK/<**bM| P*"**n»h« 
Author Jon Soesika reads to students at Keisler Elementary School in Harrisonburg Monday afternoon. He is 
most famous for his series The Slinky Cheese Man and Other f oirly Stupid Iain 
A typical problem looks like this: 'If I 
want two slices of pizza, should I ask for a.) 
1/8, b.) 2/8, or c.) two slices of pizza?" Sci- 
eszka asked. 
In "Science Verse,* Scieszka introduces 
poetry to children. The poem, "Evolution," 
teaches children about where they came 
from while the spoof "Mary Had A Little 
Worm" details what happens when you suf- 
fer from parasitic tapeworms. 
Mariam Dames, 7, a student at Keister 
Elementary School, said Scieszka's books 
make her want to read more. 
They're funny," she said. They're 
not boring. You always have something to 
laugh about." 
Junior SMAD major Jessica Schultz, 
who just recently picked up one of Sciesz- 
ka's books and found herself reading every 
one, said it is his style that keeps kids in- 
terested. 
They just read things that are as goofy 
as they are," Scultz said. 
Senior English major Maggie Eckel 
thinks books like The Stinky Cheese Man" 
contribute to the learning process. 
"If you enjoy reading one thing, you're 
much more likely to read others so he (Sci- 
eszka) just wants to increase literacy for ev- 
erybody, which is great," she said. 
Scieszka's "twisted" books have made 
and continue to make a difference, accord- 
ing to the dean of the College of Education, 
Phillip Wishon. 
They are indispensable because of the 
way that they connect, the way that they 
inspire, and the way that they convey nar- 
rative that is truth to children," he said. "He 
leaves them with a gift of passion for read- 
ing and literature." 
The Stinky Cheese Man and Other F.iir- 
ly Stupid Tales" won the Caldecott Honor 
Book in the 1993 annual Association for Li- 
brary' Service to Children competition. 
His next series, "Knucklehead," is due 
out in September 2008. 
Scieszka's books remain timeless to 
those who grew up reading them. 
"I remember The Stinky Cheese Man" 
from when I was a little kid and it was one 
of the books that I begged my mom for," 
Eckel said. "If you can teach a kid to be en- 
tertained by a book, then you have fcivcn 
them a gift." 
BY ERIK LANDERS 
IHttmn 
Who has the right to say 
the N-word? Who does soci- 
ety allow to say it? Chris Rock? 
How about Michael Richards? 
Both are comedians. Why does 
society accept Rock saying the 
N-word when it scolds Richards 
for it? Is it simply because Rock 
is black? 
"It is a complicated ques- 
tion." said Teja Arboleda, an 
Emmy award-winning producer, 
actor and comedian. "In the end 
it probably matters to most peo- 
ple that [Chris Rock] has dark 
skin which makes it acceptable 
to use the N-word." 
Arboleda asked questions 
Monday night at Festival about 
who can say what during his 
lecture "Crossing the Line: 
Comedians. Politicians and 
Shock Jocks." He spoke of his 
own multicultured background 
and experiences. 
"When Chris Rock uses th> 
N-word ...he reinforces the stereo- 
type that black people use the K- 
word all the time." said Arboledg 
That's where it becomes com- 
plicated. In the back of my mind 
I'm thinking freedom of speech 
but that's like saying because tin 
Constitution allows us to be^r 
arms 1 can walk around with a 
flamethrower."' 
Arboleda, who has African 
American, Native American. 
Filipinos. German. Danish and 
Chinese heritage, went over cat- 
egories including culture, race, 
class, sexual orientation, appear- 
ance, and religion in his presen- 
tation. 
The world puts us in this 
box; the world tells us that we 
belong in a particular box, but we 
don't always fit," Arboleda said. 
Discussions on race dominat- 
ed the lecture as Arboleda chal- 
lenged the audiences' conceptions 
of what is acceptable and why. He 
wanted to know if it was possible 
see UK. pete 5 
Emmy award-winning producer lefa Arboleda posed the question "Where's the line'* to 
oround 45 people who attended his lecture Monday flight. 
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young odub Our ammo reflects Aat 
curler nice' 
Former Supreme Court 
Justice to Speak 
Hetired Supromo (ourl Justice 
Soadro Doy O'Connor will deliver 
Ihe commencement speech for 
Willion I Mary's low School 
graduation  Approximately 220 
students will receive their law 
degrees on Sunday, May II. 
0'Conaor was tho tint woman to 
serve as a Supreme (ourl Justice 
In 2006 O'Connor became Ihe 
23rd chancellor at William t 
Mary. 
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Break-ins a Problem 
Off Campus 
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James Madison Day 
at JCPenney 
Sunday, April 20th 
Open 11am - 8pm 
Save an additional 20% off with this 
barcode!   Also, register in our Catalog 
department to Win 1 of 4 $50 JCP gift 
cards to be given away! All JMU 
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BY TINA DILFGGf 
contributing wrttf 
When -.nine people pktutf 
a break-in, image* of smashed 
window*, Uekeo-in doon tnd 
picked locks often come to 
mind. But. of the break-in1* in 
Harrisonburg's off-campus itu 
dent housing, such forced-entry 
methods are rarely used, ac- 
cording to officer David Puffen- 
barger <>f the Harrisonburg Po- 
lice Department 
"A majority of the time it's 
going to be an unlocked window 
or an unlocked door," Puffen- 
bargcr said. "Roommates rely 
on roommates to lock doors 
and doors are alwavs left un- 
til Harrisonburg, student 
housing is densely populated 
into MII,ill UW off Port Repub- 
lic Road and South Main Street, 
which increases their risk to be 
targeted by criminals 
When yoA get that many 
students in i small amount of 
spue it's ■ giant pool of volun- 
teer victims." said Diane Roll, 
a crime prevention specialist 
ol the HPD. There are people 
inside the community and out- 
side the community that come 
because  the)   know  there are 
IO.OOO college kids 
When a break-in occurs, 
items most often stolen are iP- 
ods,   computers,    CD   players, 
digit.il camerai and other elec- 
tronic items that can be pawned 
at high value, said Puffcnbarg- 
er. 
In mam cases, items gel sto- 
len when off-campus homeown- 
ers throw parties and become 
vulnerable to unfamiliar people 
entering and tan big throughout 
the night, according to Roll. 
"Often people have had a 
couple  beers  and   don't  know 
what ■paitmenl is theirs," Roll 
said 
Although off-campus stu- 
dents who live in the Port Re- 
public area attract more crime, 
they 1 ,MI easily prevent break 
ins from occurring. 
"The people who take the 
least little bit precaution in 
locking their doors reduce their 
risk of being broken into by 100 
percent.' Roll said. "Loch the 
doors, lock the windows, keep 
lights on and keep porch lights 
Another pertinent safety 
measure is getting to know 
roommates and friends of room 
mates 
Students who share hous- 
ing with people they had not 
met previously or students who 
have roommates housing visi- 
tors, face a higher risk of having 
belongings stolen, according to 
Roll. In these cases, she said 
how important it is for students 
to keep their bedroom doon 
locked. 
Off-campus break-ins have 
been consistent over the years, 
and have been a problem in 
Harrisonburg for a long time. 
What has altered in the 
trend of off-campus break-ins is 
the accessibility ol stolen items. 
"What's changing is the size 
of TVs and having iPods instead 
of record players." Roll said. 
"The crimes are still there, it's 
just easier to commit some ol 
them." 
JMU's Office of Public Safe- 
t\ has issued two "Timely Noti- 
fications" concerning reported 
off-campus break-ins on Dec, I, 
2007 and March 30, 2008. 
There have been seven 
reported incidents since 
January 2007 of reported 
break-ins in off-campus hous- 
ing, including the two reported 
this tan 
However, many break-ins g< 1 
unreported because underaged 
drinking is involved, and vic- 
tims do not want to risk getting 
in trouble. Roll said. She added 
that she does not care less about 
the underaged drinking because 
their job is to protect the stu- 
dents. 
She stressed the importance 
of reporting incidents to help 
members of the Harrisonburg 
Police Department identic) a 
clear   pattern   of   off-campus 
break-ins. 
Housing areas most suscep- 
tible to break-ins are apartments 
on the ground level near woods. 
More break-ins are reported 
from Ashby Crossing and the 
Devon Lane apartments, where 
students are packed into small- 
er spots, than areas off South 
Main Street where students live 
in houses, Roll said. 
'We're not here to scare any- 
body," Roll said. "Crimes occur 
mostly because there is an op- 
portunity given." 
Affordable Self Storage Inc. 
Mt. C 
Harnsonburg, Va 22801 
•/6.II 16 
Close to JMU!! 
We Cater to 
College Students 
- ASK FOR STUDENT RATES 
- OUTSIDE CAR STORAGE ALSO AVAILABLE 
- WILL BEAT COMPETITION'S PRICE BY 10% 
- SXS.SXI0, 10X10, I OX IS. 10X20 AVAILABLE 
MC4450490000000000000998 
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LINE: Takes Three to Four Seconds to Decide Who a Person is 
UNI. from top 3 
guidelines can't be written down." 
Arboleda spoke at length about how people per- 
ceive others. Within three to six seconds as you pass 
someone on the street, your brain decides who that 
person is, said Arboleda. 
To proves point, Arboleda had students describe the 
race of 12 laces made using software called Morpli. He 
asked why certain features signified different races. 
"In America we are racist because we believe in the 
concept of race," he said. 
Approximately 45 students listened to Arbokila AS 
he tried to convince them to east aside stereotypes they 
see in the media. He blamed the media for intentionally 
perpetuating stereotypes. 
The problem is not America," Arboleda said. The 
problem Is the media, the media puts us into specific 
categories." 
Certain types of characters on TV shows are shown 
a certain way, causing Americans to view certain 
types of people a certain way according to Arboleda. 
Sitioms, and I know this because this is a fact 
from a producer's standpoint, arc required to fol- 
low tin1 anh.'typical characters and stereotypical 
characters," Arboleda said. "You have the gay guy 
who is usually very feminine, very rarely do you 
have gay characters in talcvWon that hMllrWw i<> !><■ 
a person." 
A Harvard study released in 1998 supports 
Arboleda's assertion that the media portray certain 
groups in certain ways. It found that a majority of 
music videos portray black men as aggressors. Black 
people were depicted as aggressors in 25 percent of 
tin- \iolent videos and 95 percent of those were men. 
Columbia professor Michael Eric Dyson called 
tin   MIHU.   hiiiu'iitaliU' but predictable proof that 
television reinforces the perception that blacks are 
predators and should be viewed with suspicion." 
In a report on media and race from 2000, Robert 
Kntman of North Carolina State called interracial 
11 ini.im ,'s on TV shows such as "ER," "Ally McBeal." 
and The West Wing" tentative steps reflecting 
ambivalence about interracial romance. After the 
"ER" romance of Peter Benton, a black character, 
and Elizabeth Corday, a white character, ended, 
audience protests showed that evidence audiences 
were more accepting of interracial couples, 
according to Entman. 
Arboleda ended the night trying to answer the 
question 'of how to describe America to foreigners. 
"You can't stereotype America, it's too big," he 
said. "Someone from San Francisco is not going 
to have the same culture as someone from Akron, 
Ohio." 
WrtWi M MtMB comfort wdi oriw of* loo 
Coimrofco iCTMny Wxfawa.iv wotnioo. 
tickets available now 
at University Outpost 
all tickets sold in advance 
gates open 10:30 am 
434 293-9501 
7/W     Flfcjieub   /\[Cl\^ 
SATURDAY, APRIL 26TH, 2008 
new maximum size cooler 
L30"xW17"xH18" 
all alcoholic beverages must be 
contained in the cooler 
one cooler per person 
www.foxfieldraces.com 
•DVD &VHS Sale: Buy 2 get 1 free!* A     » Q 
^ I I in C 
eeH 
I iliill    niuliiuif 
3061 S Main St 
Harnsonburg. VA 22801 
(5401 432-6403 
MONDAY-THURSDAY 10 AM -9 P.M. 
FRIDAY 4 SATURDAY 10 AM -10 PM 
SUNDAY 12 PM-7 PM 
ALTERNATIVE CLOTHING • LiNGER'E • ACCESSORIES 
MAGAZINES • VIDEOS • DVDS • ADUIT NOVFITIFS 
•All Shoes- 50% off 
L< meineke car care center HARRISONBURG 1871 South MOM Street «••» *1— 11 So* mi rhotaa M U Mm 9M> 540-438-5858 
$500 off 
OIL CHANGE 
Dhuoat opofcai to rtjokx ratal pridog. 
W trngt MMn i gn W tmtmi mm ol mi • 
iMonlltof Utad ■to, *rr mi fcp<*d l«. 
I   I 







ALL PARTS    | 
FOR AIL JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 1 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY I 
Diuoaul •yfttl It rajaior ntoll pldaq. I 
Mast pliant Conpai I.D. ot HIM •( I 
iitiMti. SM dtoitr IK drlah. | 
U»IWM.HM 
mm*h*tmmv»m 
imwmmmml <»^i«i»,«> ■ inw^»» 
A/C Service - Batteries  Belts  Brakes 
Oil Change  Transmission Fluid Service   pr" 
Tires  Tune-Ups  And Much More       *t*% 
FREi Uadcrcor Inspection t Estimate 
Nationwide Lifetime Warreatiet 
llH»'l«,l™,,™«.     -       ■.-_.«_, 
I     uitoibiadi.       upe« mem - sot 
jw.vmeineke.ccm 7:30 ont to 6:00 pm 
The one & only 
Anthony's Campus Pizza 
Pick-Up Specials 
(540) 432-0200 
1762 South Main Street 
minimum delivery $8.50 
Pick-Up Specials 
' Large 2-Topping Pizza - $7.99 
Large Cheese Pizza - S5.99 
XL 2-Topping Pizza - $9.99 
XL Cheese-$7.99 
Doing anything special in 2008-2009? 
You can make a plan now! 
Space available Fall and Spring to study abroad with JMU in 
Salamanca, Spain and Florence, Italy 
Study a wide variety of topics within the University of Salamanca, Spain, 
one of the oldest and finest universities in Europe. 
Become more proficient in your Spanish language skills in the classroom 
and during study travels to Barcelona, Madrid, Toledo and more. 
OR 
Explore the cradle of the Renaissance- Florence, Italy. 
Walk the same paths as Michelangelo and Galileo. 
Experience historical and contemporary Italy through study travels to 
Rome, Verona, Pisa and more. 
This could be YOUR year to gain international experience, 
personal growth, global competence, and impressive resume content! 
rsO More information and applications available on our website at: http://www.jmu.edu/international/abroad 
..-. 
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DAYS UNTIL 
GRADUATION! 




could STORE 1 
it here? 
wwwJMU.GoStowAway.com 
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• We will muck all CMiwetftMi ■ftors 
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* Pwti Drlvowiys. CteM & WtH U 
P««C« Corps. 
Ml || ral'r, j 
How tar 
«i you go'' 
BOO 424.8S80 
-vwv. pe*c*corp» <f* I 
Graduating in May? 
Still thinking that the 
Peace Corps is Ihe next step 
for you? 
Submit your application by 
May1 
for priority consideration for 
programs departing in 
2008-2009. 
Contact your JMU campus 






'Where the locoli have eaten for over 60 yean1' 
New Hours! 
Mon.-Sat. 5:00am - 8:00pm 
Sun. 8:00am - 230pm 
. . Check out our menu on 




243-K HeU Avenue 
(Next to Caesar's) 
fillSttSU 
fill   US del fill Set Liquid   S40 
■Minn - IIJ GtlLlqtHFIH$25 
ttilntt ■ ill Gtl Fill Sit ttrritt ■ HI 
Mail ft Ttil Ctmtt - Sit Gil Fill tnitr - Sit 
till ft Vfkitt Sit  S)S Mm Minrt - JJ5 
Briaf this tii mi rtcltu SI OFF! 
iCan c EMEMICARE 
755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's] 
are sending their D^IU"^! JAV^O 
friends 
^J^^      Don't let illness affect 
^^      your college experience 
PROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION 
Minor Injuries + X-Rays + Mono + Strep Throat 
Lacerations + In-House STD testing 
No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon - Fri 9 am- 8 pm + Sat 10 am- 4 pm + Sun 1 pm- 6 pm 
7CPS*M ft»t»fa% Put fUmf Ptumt... 











aroma therapy oxygen bar 
head & foot massagers 





Umw ilty Program Board 
Jim«« Midi ton Unhwilt) 
Come Break Our Balls! 
Best Kept Secret in Harrisonburg! 
Thursday Nights 8pm 
Free Poker Tournament 






| tread get one tree hour 
r^iltiurits 
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SARAH KUA 
Ihi Brme 
This time last year, I was running around like a crazy woman decid- 
ing what classes to take, finding a lease to sign. and trying not to forget to 
send my dad a birthday card. Everyday life, which included trivial drama, 
meaningless tights with friends, and wondering how I was going to make 
it through finals week were my main priorities. My safety at school wasn't 
even on my radar of list of worries; rather what bus to catch to m.i ki it to 
ISAT on time. 
And this semester isn't much different: picking classes for my last fall 
semester at JMU, summer internship applications and inconsequential 
gossip once again consumed my time. Yet as the anniversary of one of 
the most saddening events to occur in our lives- IUISMII this Wrdncsda\. 
everything started to slow down. 
The JMU campus and community became just as somber and grief- 
stricken as it was this time last year. Despite the distance between our 
college campuses, we felt the loss of loved ones and were faced to answer 
the question: are we truly safe? After the shootings, JMU professors be- 
gan to lock doors, emergency sirens and text messaging systems were 
put in place, and grief became a universal language. During large lecture 
classes, I found myself mentally mapping escape routes for just-in-casc 
scenarios. 
The same feelings of grief and frustrations still encircle April 16,2007 
when 32 Virginia Tech students and faculty were shot dead and 23 were 
injured. Virginia Gov. Tun Kaine offered an $11 million settlement to 21 
families who were prepared to take legal action because of the fek careless- 
ness of the university. 
Jerzy Nowak, a professor at Virginia Tech whose wife and professor. 
Jocelyn Couture-Nowak, was killed while teaching a French class, accepted 
the settlement. "Some people," he stated in an article for the Canadian 
Press, "may choose to continue [the legal fight], but in our case, I'm just 
being practical.'' He goes on saying, "The reality is that one would have to 
hire lawyers and continue fighting," making this whole process longer and 
more painful for the families. 
Daniel Couture. Jocelyn Couture-Nowak's younger brother, finds the 
settlement arbitrary and ineffective Couture prepared a brief against the 
settlement, which focused on the lack of change in security he feels the 
university has made since last April. 
Evident in Couture's efforts, the feelings of frustration and sorrow 
from the massacre is far from gone. 
Yet Nowak, now a widower and single parent who is raising his 13- 
year-old daughter alone, says it best: "Having more monev doesn't solve 
all problems.* Nowak's attitude is both understandable and admirable. 
Instead of putting more money into painful court cases, he is attempt- 
ing to move on with his life But the anguish and frustration in Couture's 
voice is just as rclatable. 
This week will be different than the rest. Most of us will hopefully 
step outside of ourselves and put silly fights or certain projects on hold 
and in perspective. After all. what's important in life? Is it really about 
fighting with your roommate over dirty dishes or spending time angry at 
a friend? 
Maybe next week, when life returns to normal and we put those sad 
feelings to the side, those trivial aspects of life can regain their superficial 
importance. But at least for this week try and enjoy the life you li\i sad 
keep in mind all of the small kind things we can do for each other, any- 
thing from holding the door open for somouir to remembering to send 
your dad a birthday card. 
Sarah Delia is a English and art history major. 
SEANYOUNGIERG 
contributing writer 
This is without a doubt the most troublesome article I have ever had 
to write. How do I share with you a story of two people you may only 
know when their names are connected to the worst shooting in our coun- 
try's history? 
I can't do that. However, 1 can share with you some lessons I have 
been able to take from this past year in hopes that you understand an- 
other side of the story. 
On April 16. 2007,1 lost two friends, Reema Samaha and Erin Peter- 
son. They were, my age and my classmates. They were the ones 1 laughed 
with and laughed at. The girls 1 danced with, went on adventures with and 
made music videos with; but for reasons that 111 never fully grasp their 
Ih/es ended when mine got to go on. 
Loss hurts. Believe me, it Is a pain indescribable through words and once 
you've lost a loved one if s impossible to go back to the way things used to be. 
As life moves on, pain will lessen, tears will dry and time will keep 
moving on. When you're ready to do so the best thing you can ever do for 
yourself aad for those who have passed is to "keep on dancing!" 
Dance to your beat, dance to your friend's beat, dance to that pro- 
fessor's beat you can't stand. Just dance my friends. Whether it's actual 
dancing or metaphorical, just enjoy your dance. 
Think tu umraclf, what would you do if you had one year left to live? 
You wouldn't walk around dragging your feet, you would want to climb 
ii . 
Don't let your troubles hold you down, go 
out there and make this world a better place. 
mountains, fly helicopters and eat the world's largest bow! of ice cream! 
So why wait until it's too late? 
Go out there and try things you've never done before. Take a road trip 
to Miami, parasail with your grandma or finally go out and accomplish that 
one big thing you've had the urge to do for u long as you can remember. 
Keep in mind it is not only the big spectacles but also the small things 
as well that can be just as important. Have a conversation with the lunch 
ladies, tell that special someone how you truly feel, apologize for stealing 
your sister's Game Boy. Have a picnic. 
Say your "pleases" and "thank you's," hold that door open (even if 
that person is an awkward distance away and you don't know to keep 
walking or hold it open) and be nice. 
Do one Unng even day that scares you. 
Baz Luhrmann says it better than 1 can, "Don't worry about the future, 
or worry that know worrying is as effective as trying to solve an algebra 
equation by chewing bubble gum. The real troubles in your life are apt to 
be things that never crossed your worried mind, the kind that Mindside 
you at 4 p.m. on some idle Tuesday" - or in my case an Idle Monday. 
Don't let your troubles hold you down, go out there and make this 
world a better place. 
I'm not trying to tell you what to do or how to live, I'm just telling you 
what I've learned. This isn't a political message or sermon, these are just 
my thoughts - take them for what they are worth. 
There is forever going to be an i mhxable hole in my heart, not a day of my 
life is going to pass where I don't think of the opportunities my friends will 
never get, but I cannot sit around ami watch those opportunities pass me by. 
Sean Youngberg is a sophomore SMAD major. 
Submit Darts & Puts online at thebreeze. 
org or e-mail to breezedp(a>hotmail.com. 
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and 
are printed on a space-availaNe basis. Submis- 
sions are based upon one person s opinion 
of a given situation, person or event, and 
do not necessarily reflect the truth. 
A %ieKan't-r)dieve-your-lackK)f-respect" dart 
to the guy at UREC who didn't stop working out for 
the moment of silence to remember Virginia Tech. 
From two Hokie supporters who saw your 
sneaky tactics through the pool glass and know 
that the extra minute of your workout could have 
been sacrificed to remember our friends at Tech. 
A"Svay-to-be-frat-tastic-into-your-30s" pat to 
our favorite frat boy. 
From two senior girb who are glad you took 
us under your wing four years ago. 
A "get-over-yourseir dart to everyone that 
thinks it's somehow gay or feminine to wear pur- 
ple robes for JMU graduation. 
From a straight purple-blooded male that's 
comfortable wearing any color and is proud to 
wear his school colors, especially one that com- 
monly represents royalty. ANYWHERE. 
A "silence-is-golden" dart to the gentleman 
with a cell phone in the Roop Lab. 
From a busy sophomore who wasn't distract- 
ed by the ringer, rather the obnoxious vibrations 
your cell phone made on the table. 
A "chivalry-is-not-dead" pat to all the gentle- 
men who offer their seats to the ladies on the 
crowded buses. 
From an appreciative, old-fashioned gal 
who's so glad to see that at least someone's mom- 
ma raised them right. 
A "pragmatics-is-not-your-forte,-even- 
though-you-teach-it" dart to the professor who 
made a student cry after an office-hours visit. 
From a junior who wants the student to know 
that those tears are not the first to be cried. 
A "sharing-is-caring" pat to the nursing stu- 
dent who was kind enough to lend us a studv 11 H n 
because our small table didn't cut it. 
From four biology nerds who are sorry we 
overstayed our to-minute welcome. 
A "kindness-beyond-the-call-of-duty" pat to 
the two guys in Ashby who gave up watching the 
Philly's game last Sunday - tied in the bottom of 
the eighth - to give an outstanding tour of JMU 
to an undecided incoming freshman. 
From a grateful mom who thinks your tour 
tipped the scales in JMWs favor. 
An "all-that-and-a-bag-of-chips* dart to the 
girl in the library who made a ton of noise while 
thoroughly enjoying her bag of chips. 
From a student who really just wants to ask 
if they were really THAT good and, if so, where 
can I get some? 
A "is-that-how-you-honor-the-victims?" dart 
the girl wearing a Virginia Tech shirt that read 
"only the strong survive" on Wednesday. 
From an appalled student. 
A "thanks-for-mining-our-chalkboard-mes- 
sage" dart to the students who wrote "don't dis- 
respect our school" over our GAYMU chalk adver- 
tisement in the commons. 
From a gay senior who won't miss this 
school's blatant homophobia. 
A "today.-we-are-all-Hokies" pat to all the 
students, alumni and families of Virginia Tech 
everywhere. 
From the Breeze staff, who won't forget and 
who stand behind their Hokie buddies. 
Because I Said So 
UIHRTN MANNING contribgtinf mil* 
The Ever-Social Darwin 
In Defense of our 
Friendly City 
Harrisonburg deserves more 
credit as a college town 
When people think of the ultimate college 
town. Harrisonburg probably isn't the first 
image that comes to mind. Many would think 
of New York City, with its cornucopia of cul- 
ture, as the perfect place for a college student 
to get connected to society. Others would pic- 
ture a town like Blacksburg, where the local 
university is, quite literally, a city. Despite the 
fact that our beloved Harrisonburg may not 
be the quintessential college town, I think a 
lot of us fail to realize how truly blessed we 
are to be residents of The Friendly City." 
For most people, college is about two 
things: getting an education and having a 
blast on the social scene. Despite the jokes we 
make about the size of the town, the smell ot 
the air and the occasional horse and buggy. 
Harrisonburg fully facilitates those two goals 
as much as any college town. 
For starters, few places offer as much his- 
tory as the Shenandoah Valley. Kids across 
America learn about Civil War battlefields 
and famous presidents from Virginia, but we 
at JMU have access to some of the most pre- 
cious aspects of American memory' 
Within Harrisonburg we can visit muse- 
ums, tour renovated historic homes or walk 
through the beautiful downtown area and be 
transported to another era. We're only min- 
utes away from even more historic landmarks. 
Modem cities may be chic, but they don't of- 
fer the opportunities that Harrisonburg does to 
get in touch with our roots. 
If history isn't your thing, Harrisonburg 
still offal plenty of educational opportunities 
for college and beyond. Its location in the val- 
ley allows students to explore environmental 
Issues such as sustainability, alternative en- 
ergy sources and mountaintop removal. 
Even more, the huge research and technol- 
ogy development organization SRI Internation- 
al is coming to Rockingham County, opening 
up an enormous possibility lor the JMU com- 
munity. No need to travel to Silicon Valley for 
good educational opportunities; Silicon Valley 
is coming to Harrisonburg — and we don't have 
to deal with the traffic or the smog! 
In terms of social life, JMU students like 
to make cracks about the "cow-town" atmo- 
sphere of the city. We complain about the lack 
of concert venues, theaters, and other social 
or cultural gathering places. But if we're per- 
fectly honest, we know that those things don't 
matter as much as we say they do. Social life 
in college is really about one core element: 
the people you share it with. 
Whether you go to college in London or 
the boonies. your friends are the ones who dic- 
tate your social life. When you look back in 20 
years, you won't remember what bars you hit 
up, which concert hall had the best acoustics 
or which coffeehouse had the tastiest vanilla 
latte. You'll remember the people who were 
by your side while you experienced it all—and 
there's no doubt that JMU has some of the 
most generous, friendly and pleasant students 
in the entire country. Just ask my old neigh- 
bor, who decided against JMU because the 
[H*ople were "just too happy" for her. 
Sure, going to college in a big city might 
put you closer to high-end shopping, the the- 
ater and sushi bars. But how many of us as 
college students would frequent "the shows" 
on a regular basis? How many of us could af- 
ford to eat at sushi bars and shop at Gucci 
every week? Harrisonburg may not be the 
capital of culture but it absolutely meets our 
needs as college students. 
Maybe our mall isn't Saks Fifth Avenue, 
but it has Old Navy and Auntie Annes I'm 
satisfied. 
Despite our complaints, Harrisonburg pro- 
vides plenty of things to keep us college students 
occupied. We've got concerts and improv shows 
at TDU, hangout spots like Rocktown Grill and 
Dave's Taverna. a mall, movie theaters, public 
parks, restaurants, cofFeehouses. sports bars, 
tea nxims. pottery stores — and the list goes on. 
'Die stxmer we stop complaining about the dog- 
fox! smell, the sooner well realize how much 
Harrisonburg has to offer. 
As I prepare to graduate and leave my col- 
lege town, I cannot help but miss it already. 
Between me breathtaking views, friendly resi- 
dents and wonderful memories I've made here. 
I'm sure a part of my heart will always remain 
in "The Friendly City." We have our whole 
lives to move to the big city or the suburbs, but 
how many people in the world can say they've 
lived in Harrisonburg, Virginia? Don't laugh 
— it's much cooler than you think. 
Kathryn Manning is a senior history and 
political science major. 
By Charles ceGrazia. Kenny Lass. Jr. and Max Fisher 
Editorial Policies 
Responses to all opinions published in The Breeze are welcomed and 
encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250 words, must include 
a name, academic year, major and phone number for verification and 
can be e-mailed to hreezeopinion^gmaiieom or mailed to MSC 6805 
Gi, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. 
The Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissions for length and 
grammatical style. 
I ditoii..l Board: 
Tim Chapman, editor in chief I Amu Young, managing editor I Whitten Mahcr. opinion editor 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect 
the opinitm of the newspaper, this staff or Jaines Mtkhson University. 
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Do Downtown 
Favorite downtown Becret: 
aBmandoaJj log* and1 l.i"< * with Dancing 
»I'I/I Kama .m fmbuhui my» to warlom 
«JJ<1 rrtu\.. 
Favorite downtown event: 
H/IM'II tVii in I/I>' 'Bwy i.;i- a fun \..i\ in rnoel 
pettpk* ami *resonN*grral bandt    Ican'i wail to 
po a/tain l/n- Si-pleniltrr. 
Favorite downtown eats: 
Clementine Dai amaaina pork medatiiona.  Ufff, /'ill 
naalrj «ajprtotn rfn-nm Biu« Site Ethiopian Outline, 
Letters to the Editor 
Don't Be So Quick lo Judge Beards 






0US ̂  
wvw.downtoH'niii 
In response to the last Battle of 
the Sexes column, I want to assure 
all mustached men out there that 
not all women despise facial hair. 
TV- author may share this opin- 
ion with some, but it's much too 
strung of a statement to apply to 
the majority. I can think of at least 
10 ladies off the top trf my head 
that enjoy a good beard. I've found 
that many men actually look more 
attractive with facial hair. I'm such 
a strong Npportor of beards (and 
yes, I do rank them up there will) 
dart; eyvs and a beautiful stud-') 
that I'm willing to put up with the 
Intetkn often present after mak- 
ing out with a bearded boy. 
1 will admit that not evetVOM 
can pull this look off, and those 
with grossly uneven growth may- 
want to reconsider. I also draw the 
line when facial hair gets weird — 
soul patches, goatees and beards 
that an- long enough to be braid- 
ed are just not mv thing; although 
I'm sure there are some ladies out 
there who are into that 
I sincerely hope Uiat as a re- 
sult o! last weeks column no boy 
shaved off his bodacious beard. 
Males m-.il to know that the lum- 
Ix'rjack look ran ivrtainly be at- 
tractive. A close friend of mine has 
even admitted that a good beard 
turns her on (and I'm not afraid to 
publicK share this sentiment). 
Lisa Deny 
senior, marketing major 
Keep the Quotes in Context 
Ah, the politics of election sea- 
son. Most of the accusations that 
have been fired like cannon kills 
of absurdity between the Clinton, 
Ohama and McCain camps might 
be humorous if it wasn't for the re- 
grettable fact that so many people 
have bought into them. Take for 
example the cause of my current 
agitation - it begs the return of 
rationality among the self-pro- 
denned "ixiliticalry savvy": Sen. 
Obama's "bitter words." 
At a recent San Francisco 
fundraiser. Ohama said that 
small-town Pennsylvania voters 
who are bitter over their eco- 
nomic circumstances cling to 
guns or religion or antipathy to 
people who aren't like them" as a 
way to explain their frustrations 
To better understand the 
context of Obama's sentiment, 
we should ground ourselves 
in   practicality   rather  than  the 
child-like habit of, say, believ- 
ing an opinion piece featured on 
associatedcontent.com. The au 
thor of this hyperbole balks, "how 
can one even begin to analyze the 
elitism, the condescension, the 
almost god-like superiority in- 
herent in Senator Obama's feel- 
ings toward the people who he 
expects to vote for him?" 
Hmm... Obama, who has 
dedicated much of his adult life to 
upholding civil rights and alleviat- 
ing economic disparities, and who 
grew up in meager conditions, is 
an elitist? Doesn't it make perfect 
sense that Obama looks down on 
the very people he's dedicated his 
life to serving? It would if you take 
the quotations out of context in 
order to skew them towards per- 
sonal biases, that's for sure. 
Barack Obama is a straight- 
talking candidate. Why slam 
him for being in touch with and 
expressing the difficult realities 
that we face as a country? My 
hope is that voters will exercise 
clear thinking to separate the 
typical politicians from the wise 
and the sincere ones. 
Danny Lamptnri 
sophomore, political science 
major 
$$$ Make the BIG Bucks $$$ 
Leading company in the Shenandoah Valley 
1- seai t hing for new talent. 
Nl W College i.i.nls are encouraged to apply 
to gain work experience lor the real world. 
A college degree is not required. 
Act fast...only a few people needed!! $1,000  GRAD CASH! 
NO  PAYMENTS    TIL  JULY! 
MM 1111,   1-80O763-7631 
wwwJianfaonlwrgMaaanxoni 
Hlm1rtilii.aH 
2*711. Natal St. 
Ov«1ooWn* Vritoy Mai 
CtacfcOutOarOraat 
S.Urtlon of U—d V«Md— Tool 
Manga and Shakespeare? Packed with drama, excitement and action, 
the Japanese graphic novel style and the Bard's tragedies prove 
to be a surprisingly perfect fit. 














-Walk to campus! 
1,2 and 3 bedroom apartments available 
-Best value in town for JMU students! 
Editor: Megan Williams 
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First Stop for Culture Klatsch Series 
Lecture meant to assist educators in 
BVANNA YOUNG 
Jm ftftit 
As sin- MM dMcribtag her initial reluctance t< • t« ■. ■. -■■ 
abonl suchafanfgnciviMaMiantodilrdgraden, Lyime 
Stover, itl .IMT's Center Inr luiinniiuc I'iditcution, nd 
niillcil, "When you're forced In teach im—lilwfl, yog 
will lean rnonthanyoni ■tndentsda. Nowi know and 
anaedalemonafthecukureoi Mail" 
This is the puipoM oi tin- Culture Klatach »•- 
riee, which premiered Monday night in Festival'* 
Highland* Room. The tirsi pwaauUtfcwi featured a 
lecture and discussion panel mi diflerent aapeeti ol 
African culture. 
The Cohan Kutacfa aeriaa was deafened io target 
cultures in Vngmia'a Standarda of Learning 
(SOU): Egypt, Greece, China, Mali, w.*t Africa and 
Native Americana, according to Kate Stevena, coordi 
natorol Iheaeriea 
Stevena ihinks it's Importanl far everyone in par 
iicip.it.' in the Culture Klatach aeries, but sin- also 
w.inls future and current teachers to attend. So while 
the lectures discuss topics pertinent to the Sill.-,. 
the) in geand baaacd im.s najoca, .is well a*cur- 
rent teachers ami professors. 
"Wo really are directed toward educational out 
reach," said Stevens, who is also the director id the 
■HliOWLpaiil] 
.'vl 
LJSA      C«i 
!* 
IP*".* 
South African art exhibit represents 
natives' struggle for human rights 
IY ANNA YOUNG 
Hum n'.iiiv If ,ii the very heart i' 
rinf South Africa* BID a, Rlniili 
i   in ■•.'t\<i,iy M.IIIM amund 
■ • I.I-.I .Hi- ti-i • .n't i in.i * .ni 
v Intern 
, tin- ■,|Ktiii,-.iii ki shining on South Africa In ft* 
«iallrry it I B bvaj 
Die featured <.;ill«rv «-<liil.ii    Image* "i Human 
■ nation'a 
I IK*  ti  it i. < 
Rai h . 
tratrfl in'« 
.1 Right* I. beautifully ||Jue 
iii, iiiiiM.in iiiKiiiiy, 
' 'lullIn ti    Right.,' uItural An ■•>• latWm and mow 
l In i ti hingH featured in Hi< exhibit win- ■ rnal«**i try 
■rtiatji in HUM '») Houth Am^rira't province* ■ml hand 
printed by maatei prlntmalcei Jin Jortiun In 10-oft. 
according to thi Michigan 4tati ' nlveraHy Muaeumi 
Tiavullng I-.'int.n|.,ti',. i ,K.   . wi i, iti 
Tne exhibit i'; abnoat minhnaHat hul it 'i fully y?A 
t'n .i l«»t >.i periple to mtne ,-•• miar It'* wry welmtnlng.' 
'.nlhii   .ii'! 
IMfflj 
■YiifaWmnjamm ■,.'■.> pqkt 
Familiar comedies 
formula for success 
Judd Apatow film 'Forgetting Sarah 
Marshall' delivers audiences laughs 
IY SEAN SANTIAGO 
iwitiibuiing wnttr 
ColleRc students are familiar with Judd Apatim's conn-- 
die winning streak, from "The 40-Year-Old Virgin" to last 
Miinni.r"l thane, Knocked Up" and "Supi'rbad." Aside liom 
"Walk Hard." which would have been more aptly titled "Flop 
Hard." Ap.ilou's BUCCBBI seems to he a guarantee. 
His brand of romedic genius, equal) r.iiineln and sweet, 
celebrates the underdog in .1 tvtrcsh 
ing manner. Apatow's latest produc- 
tion, "l-'orgettingSarah M.11 shall," was 
mitten l>\ 'Ho* I Met Your Mother" 
star Jason Segel and helmed In liist 
time director Nicholas Siollci 
The plot revolves around Peter 
Blatter (Segel), a recently dumped 
composer whose life has become a se- 
ries of meaningless chores that can be 
casiK slnmg together In .1 hilarious montage Peter's TV-star 
girlfriend. Berth Marshall (Kristen Bell) has left him for the 
uncannily flexible pop star AJdous Snow (Russell Brand), and 
alter ,1 viies ol te.irtul one-night -tancl-l.iil log. I lli.it fid out 
of his mind, Peter lament to an isolated Hawaiian resort. Go- 
iiiculi■ntally. Sarah happens to be staying at the same resort, 
with her new Ixiyfriend in tow. 
Scgrls script prt srnts us with a surprising!) s.-nsiiiw 
protagonist who wears his heart on his shi-vi He haraa I 




Release April 18 
Starring. I anon 
Segel. Mil.. Kuins 
SMfOIGfTTllKpitelO 
lennifw CoHmon (left] 
liienm of the Offke ol 
Inlernotionol Progtoim 
ipeoks oboul Mali's hiv 
tory as part ol the Culture 
Klotsdi series. An art exhibit I 
on the lopic of human rights I 
Is on display Io auompany 
the lecture series the art 
work was made by South 
Afriion natives. 
Spring Convo Show (feat. T-Pain) 
IY IIISTH 80BIHS0N AND EUZABETH DANIEL 
lit frwn. (MftibeMo writer 
• io»Wy tl IfMU (00* »M PmU of Morten, 
If you've been wondering what that "(feat. T- 
Pain)" after so mam song, on your iPod means, 
you can find out Friday night in the Convocation 
Center. 
The Tallahassee, Fla., native. T-Pain. is on his 
way to Harrisonburg to shower adoring fans »iih 
Ins hot songs "Bartender." "Buy U a lir.uik [si,| 
and many ofhera. 
The University Program Board s choice to host 
T-Pain at JMU was based on popular demand 
gauged by an electronic survey. 
"We do a survey, and 111 "as in a mass e-mail 
this year.. T-Pain and Rihanna were the top two 
choices Rihanna won two (Irainniy's this year so 
her price range went up," says Allison Beisler, UPB 
paaatdaM 
It will cost a little less than (50,000 to bring 
T-Pain here, ueorihng to Babftar 
T-Pain has worked wtth todaj - hottesl MUI-I 
cians, from  Kenya West to Virgini.i'. owe I'lnis 
Brown. He evea svon ,1 t,i.imni\ tor liis collabora 
lion with West on "Good lite 
(lining for T-Pain is l).l lliplo. who.,  mu 
sic barkens hack to the clas.i,   hip hop il.ns ol 
fast rhymes and fun heats   11, baa remind ee\ 
eral popular songs by artists including Kam 
Owen Stelani and Justin TiinlH-ll.ikc 
'llie show should nin Irom H p.m. to 11 p.m in 
theConviK-atiou Center. 
[Mall arc still on sale  hut they're 011U .u.ol 
able through the WarrenHaU Boa Office JAI Card 
holders get .1 inaMiniiin of two li.l.ts at   | 
othns. S2H. 
Student Film Festival Winners Announced 
The University Program Board hosted the 13th annual Student Film Festival at Graf- 
ton-Stovall Theatre on Sunday. The event showcased 17 films produced by amateur lilt" 
makers. The films ranged from comedies to horrors, and there was even an animated film 
The UPB judges gave out awards based on various aspects of film. 
Best score: "Hide and Seek" by Corbin Craft and OamH Johnson 
Best Screen Play: "Cran Street  In Kyle Perron .mil Fareine Snare/ 
Best Editing: "Waking Reality" by Richard Bailcx and lacfcaon Thompson 
Best Cinematography: "The Fine Una* by Richard Bailey 
Best Male lead: Sean Devlin for "All Thumbs: The Brock Manchester Story" 
Best Female Lead: Nancy Daly for "Behind the Lens" 
Best Director: Richard Bailey and Jackson 'Itiompson for "Walking Reality" 
Viewer's Choice Award: "Behind the Lens" by Sean Santiago 





around the 'Burg 
TODAY: 
Late Night Breakfast 
Switch up your breakfast time! Come 
eat from 10 p.m. to midnight at the 
Festival.There will also 
be sumo wrestling, 
a live D|, karaoke, 
•^ ^V massage chairs and 
an oxygen bar. This 
event ts $ I. 
FRIDAY: 
Video Game Charity Night 
^ 
Play your favorite video games for a good 
cause! Compete in Brawl. Rock Band and Ma- 
no Kart tournaments for a $50 prize There 
will be a $5 entry fee. of which all proceeds 
|^^M    will go to Child's Play, a chanty orgaroza- 
^■^^    tion that supports Children's  Hospitals. 
This event willl take place in Transitions on 
the second floor of Warren Hall, at 5:30 p.m. 
MONDAY: 
Art Exhibit 
The |MU Unoergraduate Art 
m   AJT""^W    Exhibition will be presented in 
I  «t  g.  \   the Sawhill Gallery in Duke Hall. 
"^^     J    The opening reception will be 
from 5 p.m to 7 p.m. and the 
exhibit will run from Apnl 22 to 
April 27 ft is presented by the school of art 
and art history. This event is free. 
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* Special Student Rate 2 Locations 
& MINI STORAGE 
Private Storage Rooms 
247 Access        433-1000 Faci 
NEED A PAPER DONE FAST? 
Secure 
lities 
J CELEBRATE RECORD STORE DAY \ 
AT PLAN 9 MUSIC!        ' 
On Saturday, April 19th, 2008, hundreds of 
Independently owned music stores across the 
country will celebrate the culture and 
unique place that they occupy both in their 
local communities and nationally. 
STOREWIDE 20p OFF  SALE 
SATURDAY"APRIL  19TH - SUNDAY APRIL  2QTH! 
Free  giv»a..a,, „ ! 
Door  prizes! 
Che Ok   our   .."bJite   or 
■} -pace  lor  details! 
-79u-9£   L.   .•!••<   -t. 
540-454-9999 
op-n y-Tbu». n-9, r-s»t. lo- 




Starting Pay $8.25/hr 
No Certifications needed to apply!   We will train! 
Certifications include   Lifeguard   First Aid/CPR, AED & Oxygen 
Stop In. Call Today (540) 289-4939 or 
Apply Online @ www.massresortjobs.com 
FORGETTING: Heartache Blues 
KKGfTTMG,fiaipo|i9 
sincerity. While Peter is undoubtedly immature and 
oafish, his earnestness is occasionally endearing. Peter 
finds a companion in Rachel (Mila Kunis). the resort 
secretary who abandoned her studies on the mainland 
to pursue a life of island leisure. Both characters ran 
away from their problems, but of course they don't 
learn from their mistakes until the end of the movie. 
Even after setting aside the inherent structural 
limitations of any romantic comedy. "Forgetting Sar- 
ah Marshall' feels like familiar territory. There are the 
same actors with the same jokes as in Apatow's other 
productions, this time in an island setting. There are 
the same crude jokes about sex and other illicit things 
I can't refer to here. But that's not to say that the audi- 
ence won't get what it wants. It's fun to watch actor 
Jonah Hill ("Knocked Up") as a waiter with a massive 
man-crush on Aldous Snow and the awkward situa- 
tions that arise from it. Paul Rudd ("Knocked Up"), 
is also funny as a dazed and confused surf instructor, 
who probably isn't licensed. 
Kunis. best known for her role as Jackie on "That 
'708 Show" and for her voice work on "Family Guy," 
tills the role of the pretty "other girl." although the 
script doesn't demand much from her. Her attempts 
to get Peter out of his shell result in a memorable bar 
room scene where we get our first taste of his Dracula 
puppet rock opera. 
As the movie comes to a dose, the audience 
doesn't necessarily feel as if much has been accom- 
plished. But at least "Forgetting Sarah Marshall" is a 
more enjoyable romp than such lepid rehashes as "27 
Dresses" and "Fool's Gold." Maybe this is a formulaic 




Lookng for a Great way to 
I ■■; in Shape this Summer? 
East-West Yoga Offers: 
Over 30 Classes per Week. 
Classes for Members at $3.00-53.50 
All Experience Levels are Welcome 
A World Class Studio 
Located Right Here in 
the Valley 
JAC Card Accepted! 
540 433.0456 






During National Student Employment Week,| 
the faculty and staff of Carrier, Music, 
Media Resources & CISAT Libraries 
wish to RECOGNIZE and THANK 
our student employees 
for another year of excellent service. 
Each student employee is an asset to the 
Libraries' success in assisting our patrons. 
The Breeze I www.Mnbratw.oti I Thursday, April 17,2008 III 
Special offer for College Students 
Quick. 
Connect. 
Internet you need, without the phone line you don't! 
Get Verizon High Speed Internet with no phone service for as low as 
Special Off-Campus Student Offer 
• Speeds up to 7.1 Mbps available 
• Student-friendly 9-month contract 
No extra monthly cost to wirelessly connect your roommates 
• No paper bills to deal with... we take credit cards 
$26 99 a month 
(for speeds up to 768 Kbps) 
All the speed you need to iTune, Facebook, YouTube and IM. 
While you're studying, of course... 
To find out more or sign up. 
Email us today at 
collegeHSI@verizon.com. 
Hurry. Class starts in like five minutes. 
■■■■■I 
lm«K MifoliertDi nwRMMiiXiuarmSraoilitRmiNarkt R*K\t*nihr<Nrmtmatin Mtoml<)m9R**i''r 
am* *B*nTOi!ifil» 'ifimtiiimivHiicdmnmiiUmnrorpMfflM *wnouv»DUforUmmayiwmft Oflf.rYMUt* 
It's the Network 
collegeHSI@verizon.com verizgn 
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EXHIBIT: Human Rights Art   LECTURE: Teaches on African Culture 
EXHIBIT from pop 9 
Hinting the stark struggles South 
Africans faced against Apartheid rule, 
the fine art pieces depict the cri> 
freedom and celebrate the liberation of 
i he citizens. The black and white prints 
blend nicely with the monotone walls 
and hanging panels, highlighting the 
gravity of the South African's situation. 
Griffin said, "We try to bring things 
into the exhibit th.it are different but we 
can entice not only students but teachers 
■uid local community members as well 
-Images o| Human Rights: South 
African Prints will be showcased until 
May I. 
Hie exhibit will make its WBJ 
through parts of the country, thanks 
to IfkhtfUl Humanities Council's Arts 
and Humanities Touring Program. It 
his been llre.iih shown in New Mex- 
ico. Michigan and U.Islington 
All of thr hinds ^enei.iteil go to or- 
pnltttioni Uke Amnesl) [ntsraattona] 
for the take of yi mng peopled education 
■boul human rights in South Africa. 
IKTUtE, from pip 9 
Madison Art Collection. 
.Stevens said she will be doing a lot 
more outreach to JMU students for future 
Culture Klatsch sessions. 
"For example." Stevens said. "If you're 
taking a class in African Studies or you're 
jiwt «nph' interested. we want you to come 
here as a chance to informally talk about 
theae cultures with professors in the field" 
The speakers of the first Cumin- 
Klatsvh | iifseniath m and panel \%vn? Jen- 
nifer ( offman. of the (Mice (* International 
Programs; Lynne Stover, of the Center for 
1.1 inoran Education; David OwiisthAiisah. 
African Studies pmfewur, and Ian Mek-an. 
I«> lessor of Philosophy of Religion. 
"I was excited to get four different 
peopli together from different disci- 
plines who could address one area." 
st. \.-ussaid. 
Key points of Monday's k-cture tnclud- 
ix 1 Islam's role in some African countries 
us well as African trading and cointimics. 
Once the four speakers presented, tlie floor 
was opened ft >r quest kins from an audience 
of about 25. and a (USCILSSKMI panel ensued 
Junior art history major Ntkki 
Morris attended the lecture and "loved 
it, because [the speakers arel obvi- 
ously interested in what they're doing 
and it's not like they have to talk about 
Mali, it's like their jam." 
The series will continue for the next 
three semesters, with two panels a se- 
mester, each featuring a distinct cul- 
ture. The next culture featured in the 
Culture Klatsch series will be the Na- 
tive Americans in late September. 
Hw o»o Servers wanted, come in to apply! 
Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar 
Our expert Kyoto chef* prepare 
from appetizer to entree, your dellclou 
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables. 
540.574.4901 
Sun-Thurs.il am-10pm 
Fri&Sat 11am- 11pm 
829 E. Market Street. Harnsonburg, VA 
80 0M 
fflQG>OJED 
TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Will give away $100 CASH 
to one lucky person 
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-Shirt 
TODAY at 12:30 p.m. 
InfrontofD-HALL 
Need a I REE I'-Skirt* Viiit M ■( 75 Court Square Downitmn next to Bank of America. 
(hrdi u* out at mtiioacjcwclrj'.LOai 
and join u. on faicbwylv-tuiii for even monr giveaway*! 
TAN FAST: NEW BEDS 
BUILT IN STEREO/CD PLAYERS AND FACIAL TANNERS 
"Save $$ We Charge by the minute, not visit" 
Tan 120 Minutes, $22 
*»■ SPRAY ON TANS * 
Press Button Mist Gets You 3 Skin Shades Darker, Awesome Golden Tan 




1  visit $19.99 
SIMMONS CUT & TAN 




Near Klines Ice Cream 
540.432.6076 
■ golden corral 
Everyone deserves a good meal.9 
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID 
JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS 
CALL 564-0477 
PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
PL\TlMM2 2(kisl)umonilRini; 
CoMcr-tound ICrjcts Oarlty-SG Color-HI 
This Week $11,000 
•. \ll qfour diamond} an pvdtd by an on ttqffGU Diamond Gradual! 
Visa u a/ 75 v Court Square Harrtonburg or www mcbonejeu thy corn 
MINI STOR IT   U-STOR-IT 
SUMMER STORAGE 
Cnh'ring to 
Students and Faculty 




Compare Rates and Facility 
( lose to |ML 
24 I lour Security 
Low Prices 
Phone Answered 24 Hours 
Office & Resident Manager 
- Completely Fenced & 
Well-Lit 
- Fire Rated Buildings 
- Climate Control 
Units Available 
433-1234 I 433-STOR 
190 I   Mosby Rd. tiarrisonbiujf 
i|uM all South Main Across I rom McDonald-- and Klines 
show your |\IL 
I \c ,ird'and reeivc 
a discounted price 
3?b.£va«s 
RbSfAURANT 
The Home of 
Homestyle 
196 Burgess Rd., Harrisonburg, VA 
540-574-4666 Kevin Griffith, General Manager 
OPEN DAILY from 6a.m. to 10p.m. 
A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT 
-CARRY-OUT- 
AVAILABLE 
Editor: Matthew McGovern 
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Tennis Finishes with CAAs This Weekend 
Dukes get Old Dominion in first 
round of conference tournament 
BY WES SHAW 
Ih* Smie 
The men's tennis season culminates this week- 
end at the Colonial Athletic Association Champi- 
onships in Newport News. As the No. 6 seed, the 
Pukes will face the No. 3 Old Dominion Monarchs 
in the first round. 
The Dukes ended their regular season with a 
4-3 win over Georgetown Saturday, finishing with 
a 10-to record. 
Against the Hoyas, sophomore Mike Smith 
and senior Jesse Tarr were victorious as the No. 
1 doubles team, winning for the seventh time in 
their past eight doubles matches 
Tarr and Smith each won his singles matches 
as well, as JMU's No. a and No. ;i players, resj>ec- 
th/ely. Madison's No. 1, freshman Jared Robinson, 
also prevailed in three sets. 
On the year, the South African newcomer was 
13-6 in singles competition. Robinson will face off 
against Alexander Seleznev. the ODU senior from 
the Kyrgyv. Republic, in the No 1. singles match 
Friday. 
JMU's strong performance in its final tune-up 
match before the CAAs gives the team confidence 
heading into this weekend 
\\'ins like the one over Georgetown, who we 
had a good showing against last week, really help 
give us motivation and lift us up to play better in 
the CAAs," Smith said. / ,  
The Dukes will get a tough    * 
ODU team Friday, poised to re- 
turn to the CAA championship 
match for the fourth time in five 
vc.irs. 
"We're just trying to keep up 
a high level of excellence in the 
program," ODU freshman Riley 
King said in a phone interview 
Wednesday. 
JMU lost to the Monarchs 
1-6 in February. That loss, how-     
ever, was almost two months 
ago. At that time, the Dukes were in the midst of 
a four-match losing streak and held a 2-4 record. 
Although that match was not very close, the Dukes 
know they have the ability to compete against 
ODU this weeked 
"We definitely have a chance to make it a lot 
closer than it was against them earlier." Tarr said. 
"They're not unbeatable." 
Its recent success gives Madison the confi- 
dence to pull off the mini-upset over ODU. The 
Dukes have won six of their last eight matches. 
"It will be a real tough match." Smith said. 
"But at least we got some confidence going in with 
our win last week." 
The Monarchs enter Friday's 
match anticipating JMU to play 
them tougher and tighter than 
they did in February. 
'We know that Madison 
is gonna come out and really 
fight," King said. "We already 
beat them once, so they've got 
the extra motivation and that's 
gonna make them tougher to 
beat again. 
Still, the Monarchs feel they 
should prevail if they play to 
their full potential. 
"It's just about going out and trying to really 
put out full effort, and not expect anything easy," 
King said. "We like how we match up against them, 
but of course everyone needs to play well. At the 
college level everyone can be competitive." 
SMlUMIS,p|tl4 
We definitely have 
a chance to make it 






JMU Grad Hopes for Spot on NFL Roster 
Running back Alvin Banks signs one-year contract with 
New York Jets, waits for training camp to prove himself 
BY MATTHEW MCGOVERN 
Alvin Banks was sporting a familiar color Saturday as he watched the JMU football 
team scrimmage at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
Visiting Hanisonburg from New York, the former James Madison running back 
stood on the sidelines wearing a black and purple Colorado Rockies hat with shoes 
to match. He also wore a long white T-shirt, jean shorts stretching to his shins, 
and a silver necklace with a pendant hanging near his waist. 
The ornament on his necklace was a 2004 National Championship ring 
"I wear it on my chain, not a lot, but whenever I go somewhere I try to 
keep it with me," Banks said, reflecting for a few seconds. "Big part of 
my football career" 
One that is close to reaching new heights. 
Banks signed a one-year contract with the Jets on Jan. 15. It 
would pay him the NFL minimum of $295,000 over 17 weeks, 
or through the regular season, if Banks makes the 53-man ros- 
ter after preseason training camp. 
I tiles haven't been announced yet, but training camp will start 
in late July and run through August. Banks drove back to New York 
on Tuesday to continue Offseason Training Activities (OTAs). 
He's persistently climbing the NFL ladder. 
After graduating from JMU in De- 
cember 2006 following his senior foot- 
ball season. Banks immediately began 
preparations for the NFL Draft. He    I 
wasn't taken, but was contacted by the    | 
Minnesota Vikings, Pittsburgh Steel - 
ers, Washington  Redskins and New    ] 
York Jets, who all expressed interest in 
signing Banks as a free agent. 
"When we had Alvin here, I wasn't 
sure he wasn't the best receiver we had 
on the team," JMU coach Mickey Mat- 
thews said. "He could catch the ball well. 
he's a good blocker - he's a very good all- 
purpose back. That was what we were trying to sell to the NFL 
when we were talking to them last year." 
Banks decided New York presented the best opportunity with 
its running back situation in transition, and signed as a rookie free 
agent on May 12, 2007. He's enjoyed working with incumbent run- 
ning backs Thomas Jones and l,eon Washington, hut it hasn't 
been a wide-eyed experience for hint. 
"I've never been starstruck by anybody." Banks said    I n. 
just trying to get to where they are." 
But Banks hit a detour when the Jets waived him on Sept. 1, 
2067. Out of a job, he decided to contact former JMU wide receiv- 
ers coach Tony Tallent, who was in his first year as head coach nt 
the Warren County High School football team. Tallent let Banks 
stay at his house in Front Royal and appointed him as running 
backs coach of WCHS. 
In addition to helping out with the team from about 3:30 p.m. 
to 7:30 p.m.. Banks worked the 3-9 a.m. shift at UPS, loading trucks 
in a warehouse. 
I hated it. but I had to have a job," Banks said. 
His moonlighting lasted only a few months, as Banks was signed to the 
Jets practice squad Dec. 5, 2007. He practiced with the team Wednesdays, 
M IMS. p*9* 14 
2008 NFL Minimum Salaries 








If Alvin Banks makes the 53-man roster 
after training camp this summer, he'll 
make the NFL minimum of $295,000. 
innrntloimtmnt/Wv-KH 
Athletes Give Perspective on Olympic Protests 
8Y LIZ CLARKE AND AMY SHIPLEY 
Jhe Wnhmglon ftnt 
CHICAGO- As she searches hei conscience 
1 >n t he eve of the 2008 (Mympics, Beijing < »l> 111 
pic hopeful Patricia Miranda, a wrestler from 
Manteca. Ciltf., bM been reflecting on the two 
lists thai were famously raised in a Black I'ow- 
er salute atop the medal podium at the 1968 
Mexico City Games. Gymnast David Dut.mtr 
by contrast, is focused solely on his training, 
convinced that the Olympic Mage b no place 
for potitkal statements, however well intcn- 
lioned. 
Activists worldwide have seized on the 
symbol of the Olympic torch wending its way 
around the globe in recent weeks to protest 
ihe range of Issues they feel makes China an 
nnmftable boat, IndodiDi the crisis In i>arfur. 
China's |>olicy toward Tibet and a clamp-down 
• in OlMMCOfll «it bin its own borders 
Itul the voices of American athletes h.i<l 
not IHTN heard to a greal extent until Monday, 
when scores of prospective Olympian-- gath- 
ered here and found the assembled media as 
eager to evaluate their savvy on Chinese poli- 
tics and freedom of expression as their readi- 
ness for the summer's competition. 
The athletes rcs|h>nscs - whether regard- 
ing their grasp of the issues in Sudan and Tibet 
or their opinions on whether politics and sports 
should be intermingled — were as varied as the 
skills of the olympians themselves. What was 
clear, however, was that the controversy sur- 
rounding the Beijing Games is something all 
athletes will be forced to grapple with from 
now until (Soring Ceremonies on Aug. 24. The 
issues, in large part, will shape the success of 
these Olympics, which has been billed since it 
was awarded in 2001 as China's "coming-out 
party" to the world 
Some athletes preferred not to speak, say- 
ing they weren't sufficiently informed. Oth- 
ers said they were deeply troubled by certain 
political issues but convinced the Olympics 
wasn't Ihe proper forum to debate them. Still 
Otfaen, including Miranda, a Yale-trained law- 
w 1. spoke with passion about wanting to make 
a constructive, powerful statement in China. 
"I support that!" Miranda said, raising her 
tisi 111st as runners Tommie Smith and John 
Cafloa did in a salute to black power in 1968. 
"1 know they got kicked out (of the Olympics), 
but I thought it was important. Their message 
reverberated.... Every athlete has to figure out, 
'Where are my boundaries?'" 
The Beijing-bound Olympians are hardly 
the first to wrestle with the blurred line IK' 
tween politics and sports. The Olympic Games 
has a rich history as a backdrop for propaganda 
and protest, dating from 1908, when Irish ath- 
letes skipped the London Games over issues of 
independence. 
More than 60 countries joined a U.S.-led 
boycott of the 1980 Moscow Games follow- 
ing the Soviet Union's invasion of Afghanistan 
— an action that led to no appreciable change. 
"The overriding feeling among the athletes is 
disappointment and confusion to this day," 
said Tom Caraccioli, who interviewed 18 U.S. 
athletes who missed the 1980 Games for a 
book, co-written with his brother Jerry, "Boy- 
cott Stolen Dreams of the 1980 Moscow Olym- 
pic Games." 
The Soviet Union countered by boycotting 
the 1984 Games in Los Angeles. 
utrtOnSTS,i»MM 
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Collect your diploma 
Your tassel. 
And your compliments. 
1310 Hillside Ave 
Harrisonburg 
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Fraternity and Sorority Life is proud to announce the 2007 
4-Star Chapters and Greek of the Month Honorees: 
Sororities 
Alpha Phi 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Delta Delta Delta 
Fraternities 
Delta Chi 
Sorority and Fraternity Chapter of the Year 
Delta Delta Delta and Delta Chi 
TENNIS: Begins CAAs 
TERMS, from pp 13 
King will not play in the CAAs for OI)U, finishing the season just 
outside of the top eight as a freshman. 
As it ha. been tor the I hikes all year, the doubles point will be vital 
if Madison is to earn the win over ODU. 
"It's huge," assistant roach John Snead said. That's what we count 
"ii to get the match goin'. to get the good start. A lot of times our 
matches come down to one point, just winning that doubles match." 
Smith feels the Dukes should get the doubles point against ODU, 'But 
alter that I think it will hi'real hard to get two or three points in singles, 
just because they have a real solid team all the way down," be said 
If it can get by ODU, Madison will likely get No. 2 seed William & 
Mary in the second round Saturday. 
Women s tennis will also be in Newport News for the CAAs this 
weaken! 1 he woman will begin a day earlier than the men, when 
they take on t leona Mason today. 
Junior Anna Khoor was named CAA player of the week last week. 
She was one of the few bright spots of the Dukes 1-2 record over the 
week. She went 3-0 in No. 3 singles play. 
On the year, the Dnkta WON Hit with a 1-4 record in the CAA. 
They drew the No. 8 seed in the ronferenre tournament, as Mason 
earned the No. 9 seed. 
If they get by GMU, they will fare No. 1 seed William & Mary on 
Friday. The Tribe isrurrently ranked No. 22 nationally. 
BANKS: Signs with Jets 
BANKS. Iron pit. 13 
Thursdays and Fridays, while he also participated in the walk- 
through sessions Saturdays with the team. 
In his second stint with the Jets. Banks continued to adjust to 
the sizeable playbook and coaching staff, which was in u- second 
year in New York under head coach F.ric Mangini. Watching JMU's 
hist and second string teams square 1.11 urinal each other Saturday, 
Bank) called Madison's playbook "probably about one tenth of the 
playbook in New York." 
With even invitalion to join the Jets in training, his situation 
1 out inues to improve. 
"We have a good relationship with some of the scouts and front 
office nmaonnel with the Jets," Banks' agent Adam Van Rees said 
in a phone interview Tuesday. "So I just made sure to stay on them 
and let them know that as soon as there was an opportunity he'd be 
available 
"I think it's a good situation for him. He's back with a team where 
he understands the playbook, understands and knows the coaches 
bettn" 
PROTESTS: In Olympics 
PIOTfSIS.liompog.l3 
The Olympic Charter bans political demonstrations of any sort at 
the Olympic Games, but International Olympic Committee President 
Jacques Rogge said last week that athletes wen free to express theii 
opinions as long as they did not use the Olympics as a platform foi 
propaganda or demonstrations. 
Several athletes slid the USOC has similarly encouraged them tc 
speak out on any topic, though the organization has also reminded 
them of their responsibility to be respectful of their Chinese hosts. 
Gymnast Alicia Sacramone said her teammates huddled befont 
meeting with reporters Monday and agreed not to discuss the politic 
surrounding the Reijing Games. 
"We dun'l really like controversy, Sacramone said. It I SUKI 
something wrong - even by arrident, not intentionally - we just 
don't need that extra drama." 
00 
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Greek of the Month Honorees: 
Megan Marker- Delta Gamma 
Jennifer Barber- Zeta Tau Alpha 
Brandon Eickel- Delta Chi ||Fraternity& 
Sorority Life 




All Outlet Items under the tent April 19 & 
discounted between 10% to over 50% 
off their already-reduced prices 
Canon 
High definition Mini DV digital camcorder 
»280HV20 from Outlet stock 
Originally '699" NOW s529 
I r-ii pea) ..-I-1.I. 
Infinity 
Beta'" 50 Floor-standing speaker 
• 108BT50B Irom Outlet ttock 
Originally '299" NOW s254" each 
Buy one get one free 
. ir-rt....aaa 
Sanus 
69" wide lowboy audio'video cabinet 
•051CF V69CB from Outlet stock 
Originally '899" NOW *399 
i Mane*. .■) m 
Freedom Grill 
Tailgate gas grill 
K334FG50 Irom Outlet stock 
Originally '299" NOW 499 
MMtuMMymlaM. 
1*1 CMI* kl A* itMriMpiri XffMl *M 
C«o>M0"l» 0* iwari Ma (anna. 
CRUTCHFIELD 
Ooverleal Shopping Center, 109 S. Canton St ■ (540) 434 1000 
East Coast's largest shop! 
33,000 sq. ft. of 
Wake - skate- surf - style 
Summer 
HEADQUAHTERJ! 
R£EF * QUfCKSfLVEfc * HOXY 
SUNGLASSES * SWfMSUfTS 
SAMUK'KUSTOAa'SPLfT 
WAKE ft SUHF&OAUDS 
433.7201 
www.functi on4sports.com 
Next  door  to Applebee's 
www.lhebreeze.org 
Thursday, April 17, 2008 15 
|(^ror Rent j 
SI MMLR SIORAGK" Storage unil 
rcnul ill wmmo for $100. Call for 
more details. Acom Mini Storage (540) 
574-3947 
rREt INTKRNEt/'CABLr.. NIS FE- 
MALE. Spacious room w/ own entrance 
and lull hath. Rent S4UO/month plus 
water/electric email baker2jl(rjjmu 
educe cell IS40I 5600379 
3 BEDROOM/2.S BATH TOWN- 
HOUSE. Walk to campus. At. W/D. 
Quiet Neighhorhood Available 6/1 Year 
Lease S973/month. shantalduimu cJu 
or|M0|90S-t923 
MOVING/LIVING OFF-CAMPUS'' 
Go to wcbjmu.cdu/ocl/Iistiniishtm. 
JMU's official site for off-campus 
housing, roommates, and furniture 
Great fol advertising sublet rentals 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APART- 
MENT. Great location, almost new. W/ 
I). Dishwasher. AC. Available in Ma), 
or on 8/17. No pets. $565. wwwdog- 
woodcommons com. {5401433-1569 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN- 
HOUSE, two blocks from campus with 
basement and W/ D. Available 8/1 -.118. 
$6507 mo, wwwdogwoodcomrnon'. 
com/» alnut.html (540) 433-1569 
MADISON MANOR 2 & 3 spacious 
bedroom units still available with fire- 
place and balcony Pool, basketball 
and tennis courts on grounds - Contact 
Coldwcll Banker Commercial Funk- 
houser REALTOR (540) 434-5150 
SUBLEASE BEDROOM. 11II I I i\l 
MONS $2507 month, female preferred. 
(571)243-4114 
4BI-:DROOMAP! IIIMI K~KII>.,I I 
Bedroom Hunters Ridge Apt available for 
2008-2009 school year. $250 per person 
lullv furnished, new appliances. Lease 
availablcJunc 1st- May 31st Contact 11.U 
Properties (410) 245-4478 ask for Jon or 
email grahamcracker929(a comcast.net 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 2 blocks 
from Memorial Hall. Washer/TJryer, Air 
conditioned $325/person 
Call 540-478-5980. 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE High 
Street. 2 blocks from Memorial Mall 
$325/ person Available July la < all 
540-433-2126.  
LARGE, ONE BEDROOM APART- 
MENT, close to campus, good condition, 
AC. no pets. Available 8/17/08. $450 
(540)433-1569(540)433-1569 
FEMALE ROOMATBS) wanted lor 
2007-08 school year Call Amv 540-325- 
1379 acorso(flishentel net 
2 BD APT FOR RENT Furnished 2hd/ 
2ba apt. for rent in Hunters Ridge $7507 
month r ulilitcs (703)409-9341 
[For Sale 
MOTORCYCLE Beautiful Suzuki Ban- 
dit 600cc. well cared for. 1999 speedier 
valued M S260O-S29O0. needs a new 
home. $2500 OBO. 2 open-faced helmets 
included free, come by to wc it 340 Mary- 
land Av Hwrisonburg (540) 476-4180 
SUMMER JOB live and work on the 
Outer Banks (Nags Head area) Now hir- 
ing for all positions Visit wwv».mv*..n:h 
com for more information and an appli- 
,.iliori 
CAREGIVERS NEtDI.D TO supervise 
groups of little dancers during their con- 
cert rehearsal week in Wilson Auditori- 
um. May 19th-25ih Must be ahle to work 
all dates and times. 2-3 hours per day be- 
tween the hours of 3.45-8:45 p.m. M.m - 
Thins of week specified, and 6-10 p.m. 
Sal May 24th. 2-6 p.m Sun May 25th. 
References required Call 810-3631. 
DANCL   ACADEMY   interviewing   for 
part-lime dance instructors for fall 2008- 
spring 2009 Must have cur and be will- 
ing to stay through May 2009. Numerous 
dance forms taught I'xperience preferred 
Call 810-3631 
III IS. t»>| I'll II Kl S Virginia 
Beach. VA Best St IMME K JOB On The 
BEACH Make S10K*. Celebrity Status, 
(ireal Tan Apply A learn More f 00- 
heaebphotos com. Housing Available! 
Come loin The Eun! 
SIMMI K U) Ml IS and Marketing 
Internship/ Job Eull-lime. Paid posi- 
tion Valuable sales and mktg cxp. for 
Clan-It Harrisonburg. the FREE planner 
lot .indent 0RBA1 KIM Ml BOOST 
IK' Call Phil 610-696-8384. exl 101 
phil^siudenimediagroup com 
[Help Wanted 
^BARTENDING? $2507 Day Poten- 
tial. No Experience Necessary. Training 
Available (800)965-6520 XT2I2 
LIFEGI AKD STAFF* 
CASHIERS WANTED 
wcslmcr Swimming Pool in 
Harnsonburg Competitive wages 
Afternoon, evening & weekend hours 
Applications accepted until positions 
arc filled. (540) 434-0517 for 
information Ask for Brian 
ATTENTION' Massanutten Resort kick- 
off Graduates Welcome Summer jobs 
also available for continuing students 
20 sales representatives needed for the 
best job in the Shenandoah Valley1 Show 
clients around our 5-star resort and have 
fun' 45,000-50,000 • per year. Guaran- 
teed training' Unbelievable benefits' See 
for yourself! Call Victor now 540-289- 
6418 or Buckley victorta^yahoo com 
SI MM! R JOB IN NOVA 
IX> you like Ice Cream'' 
113% 
The Ice Cream Catering Compam 
Scoops2U com (571) 212-7184 
Male Summer Camp Counselors Wanted! 
Timber Ridge Camp is a coed, overnight 
camp in the Shenandoah Mtns of West 
Virginia We are seeking fun. energetic 
slaff for the summer. Competitive pay. 
travel allowance & lots of fun' 
800.258 2267 or TRCAMPS.com 
DRIVER Shenandoah River Outhners- 
Lunry- hiring drivers Must be able to lift 
85 lbs; energetic, outgoing. Able to work 
Weekends Full A part time 
*OOoCANOfc2 (540) 743-4159 
OUTSIDE SALES AGENTS earn $150 
to $250 a day. No experience necessary 
Will train. America's HI selling extreme 
sports DVD series is looking for distribu- 
tors and sales agent Call now 888-284- 
OHH8X;:I 
EXTREME SPORTS AGENTS NEED- 
ED America's 01 best selling extreme 
sports DVD series looking for 
distributors! Earn 150-250 per day* 
Call 888-284-0888 xtn.605 
SUMMER WORK ON DUDE RANCH 
Salary, share of lips, room and board 
Email for application. ccrdude(S'prodigy. 
net Call with questions(800) 651-4510 
si MM! K IN SIMM ' Inpp lake 
Camp, a traditional residential camp in 
beautiful south-central Maine is seeling 
qualified counselors for our summer ses- 
sion. Make new friends Teach your fa- 
vorite activity View our website at www. 
tnpplakecamp.com and apply online 
Phone 1-800-997.4347 
PAR! 1IMI si MM R WORK Brand 
New Townhome Community seeking 
part time leasing agents Must be enthusi- 
astic, eager to learn and j hard worker. If 
you would like to work in rewarding and 
fun environment that pays great please e- 
m.iiI your resume to dsmith/a cbeech.com 
(540)438-0401 
PART TIME NANNY needed to help with 
triplet infants contact jacLiCu-wrmhorg 
or(540)578-1518 
NEED BXTBIUBNCED HORSI PER- 
SON for riding privilege-. Hunter horses 
for sale Call (540) 833-2311 
NEEDED: SUMMER CAMP COUN- 
SELORS Camp Overlook is looking for 
miss ion-minded, voung adults to serve as 
summer camp counselors to children and 
youth ranging in age from 9 to 16 This 
summer's program will focus on the birth. 
life, death, and resurrection of Jesus We 
will use drama, music, gomes, and Bible 
study to LIVE OUT the scriptures Ap- 
plicants should have a strong personal 
Christian faith and a passion lor sharing 
it with others Please contact Kelli for 
more information Overlookl'M'uaol 
com/(540) 269-2267 
BARTENDING CLASSES $ 100 OFF 
jiggersbartendingschool com     payment 
plans job placement (540) 671 -1202 
PAW 1IMI (tlllt I HI I I* WANTED 
Flexible Hours. Professional Environ., 
Good Resume/Reference Builder. Leam 
about Financial Services (540) 820-5730 
SI MMI R NANS'! I (Hiking for 
Mimeone who loves kids. Individual has 
to he able to handle 4 children aged 11. 
8. and 7x2. Go to the pool, park, etc or 
slav home and let them play with their 
friends. Schedule is daytime hours (M- 
I | .-4d 1X20-5730 
[Services] 
PAD'S BBQ (LLC) GRILLING A 
t Mil I IM, Mv specialty meats are 
Pulled Pork. Smoked Salmon. Ribs. 
Chicken, Hot Wings. Beef, Hot Dogs 
and all side dishes are Home Made' 
(ALL for Pricing 540.248 1221 
utgiiml i/comcast net) Specialising 
in Company Parties. Birthdays, JMU 
0RADUAI10N, Weddings and other 
family gatherings 
I <)W and SLOW that's saaSmoking*!' 
TANDEM   SKYDIVING!   One   Day 
hirst Jumps from 13.500'' 22 jumper 
aircraft. Student Discounts' 
(iirt Certificates! www.skydiveorange. 
com (540) 943-6587 (540) 943-6587 
DID YOU HAVE A GREAT PARTY? 
Don't lose your security deposit, we re- 
pair doors, windows, holes in the wall. 
:md much, much more Free estimates 
Oiuilits Home Repairs. 540-438-0123 
( Travel) 
CASUAL FRIDAY FXXITIQUK 197 
I .1-1 Lee llw) 1211 F.ast) Nevv Market 
■I \ I KYIJAYIn April 10% all clothing 
ferJMI leathers and stall with II) 
visit wwvv.nrytasualfrKlay.com 540- 
F40-3700 
N UM HEAD 4-Month Student Sum- 
mer Rentals. May-Aug. seabree/ereatly. 
com (252) 255-6328 
Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whitten. MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD 
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD Philip A. Klim, DO 
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP   Mary H. Kratz, FNP 
Sarah Hibbitts, PA. 
Now Accepting Appointments 
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00 
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Local (540) 434-3831 
Toll Free (800) 545-3348 
 _ 1 , _ r-7T 
•■-.fr-v- '  
Have a prom/formal dress, suit. tie. shoes, jewelry, etc that you no longer need?? 
i Dorf Alprsa Prs Omega'i UonaHoo Owe 'a : 
? 
PK-- 
<% Cinderella &,// 
"A CindereM Bed is Q lormoJ dance lor you'h with osab*fes   It is hosted by rise House Inc. o nor p"T't 
tulcorvg arvel mentoring program in woodbrlacje.VA. Several weeti prior la ine event, tne vK.denrs are able to 
pick out trie* outfits and accessories and mey get to Keep it all for free! Along with the* allre. me entire event 
is free. " 
The drive is being held from NOW until April 25th! 
Drop Off dates: 
The Commons: April 9-10 2-5pm, April 25 10am-3pm 
Wairen Polio: April 17th 10am-3pm 
Questions? Contact Calfin Anralone at Aruatocm4rrsrrtail.com 




Thursday, April 24th 
4:00pm to 6:00pm 
Located On Lucy Drive. Across From Gold's Gym 
For More Information Visit 
www.CJiAf/et-fohToiui^et.cow 
Lease NOW For Fall 2008! 
42" Plasma Television Furnished In Each Unit* 
Furniture Package Available 
rooms Vy 4  Bed
4 l" Baths 





1 vl Blocks From Campus 
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715 Pan Republic Road 
ll.ini-.Hilniij'. \ \ 2281)1 
540-434-5150 tit 
v«nMd'ea>emt>l>eiTi>uiMMitMeCivs« CM rot Dm 
16! Thursday, April 17, 2008   www.thebreeze.org   The Breeze 
Sudoku • #### 
April 24       8pm 
Memorial Hall 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW 
SSw/JAC Warren Hall Box Office 
^T >\Cr Style 
i\... t... a. c.r.- 
C> 
I >.<\ Spa ft Salon 
II   .iw.m. 
^      • 
Barber On Serf 
Spa ializing In Color And I oil 
Body Waxing 
d Pedicure p^ >x   J   ^ Manicure An 
I Mined I lair 
Massage 
Facials 
Gili Cards Available 
* # * # 
'#> 
540-574-0808 
Huvl Lion Shopping Center 
1037 Pan RepubuV Uo.id 






Rules:    Fill in the grid so that each row, column, 
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once. 
/. 
MiJisn Shir 
Many upscale lines 
including Spanx. Tlanello, 
Not Your Daughter's Jeans, dnd 
- 
